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LeTTeR. sprinkled in this text we find many opportunities to imagine ourselves. LiTTeR. many moments to perform our symptoms
for each other and create the space to question our development as artists, workers, and thinkers.
we’re here to reconstitute a new team under an old threat. to embrace our historical birth into feminist sexes and to move with
the brilliant bodies languages identities and arts that this long walk has produced.
but this lesbian we speak of, I find him as ambiguous in nature as in verse. I find her over and over again. Listen Translate Translate
Record. Lacan Teaches To Repeat. Lesbians Tend To React. Limits Through To Reasons. thank you. emily roysdon
i get the cheerleader in the morning to telephone call: please shock me out of bed. it’s a self pager of enthusiasm. but i don’t let it
slip that the night of sleep was a dream of lesbian desire or that the day before was dyke street fashion or that these years have
been searching feminist revolutions. we’re getting up and on the go with no finish line and I like it. no lines but we make them,
chants out of video pixels, aerosol paint and photos. we cheer in rotating circles, face forward, face out for our fields of vision.
pencilspensdigits on keyboards. everyone in their own uniform! moving bodies in performance making daily manifestos.
we’re so proud. k8 hardy
Lttr was the answer, the point of real collaboration, not just chats, that k8 and I came to after months of mini attempts to make a
project, a show maybe, where we could share our big love for the homos. (we’ll end up on stage together another time.)
when roysdon heard of our plans, she told us she was joining the team too. this is how we came together.
Lttr is our massive collaborative song. Time for a place where we can share/show our work next to each other.
artfags. hello artfags out there, keep ‘em coming. ginger brooks takahashi
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democracy,
invisibility, and the dramatic arts
emily roysdon
I’ve recently become obsessed with the idea of being a Special Guest Star, a champion of multiple celebratory performances. to
drop in, play the role, make the moves and then entertain another engagement. It sounds pretty good, and well suited to my excitable recently transient life. But it’s also attractive because it would allow me to move between the many subject positions that
I imagine myself to occupy. With the diversity of venue and audience I could find myself responding to multiple titles and satisfying
a variety of requests. This movement is precisely what I desire. What is exhibited in this fantasy is the possibility of performing and
articulating the movement between static choices of identity. It’s the movement, all about the action of not quite specifically all the
time one or the other, that I hope to articulate here. In essence, a fluidity of names and gestures, outfits and pleasures. spaces and
meanings. that allow people to encounter their desire (in the pervasive Lacanian sense of the word) in new and unexpected ways
over and over again and again.
These moves and performances, the over and over agains. I want them to exist in the public sphere. The sliding and shifting a dance.
Certainly to be seen, an invisible dance from name to name. My invisibility a commitment to movement. An unending
non-teleological way to inhabit my subjectivity that refuses boundaries and denies expectation.
I move through.think through invisibility for a multitude of reasons. it’s versatile, it’s familiar, it’s personal, and it’s productive.
It’s often been our studio, the place where a lot of our art has come from. And it’s also been our meeting ground, as a lot of alliances have been made from invisible territories. I want to imagine these places, the unseen productive holes that we frequent, as
democratic spaces. The public, our public. as a democratic community with the fullest glory of this often perverted word as a basis
of understanding our private and public performances of agency, identity, and subjectivity.
I realize I have begun to speak of we. of our. Please allow me to imagine myself with a team, although I am quite aware that this
could be a private exercise. And in continuing this exercise, I think it would be beneficial if I made clear the terminology.
Democracy- a genuine commitment to equality, freedom of association, critical thought, accountability of rulers to citizens (i love eqbal ahmad),
and performance of our own agency
Invisibility- 1. An underappreciated state of luminous existence 2. the first stage in the blocking of identification that produces the impulse to struggle and
resistance 3. a theory of sliding signifiers
Dramatic arts- our lives, our products. The drawings films styles songs and moves made by and for throngs of youthful perverts.

I am hoping to argue for a complex and contradictory definition of invisibility. A definition that acknowledges the many
contemporary and historical struggles to emerge into visibility.
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Understanding that visibility is often vocabulary, and to receive declared economic human and social rights one must check boxes,
pass tests, answer questions, and articulate positions, I see how this formulation may seem to threaten the program which has
hitherto been activated to procure these rights. For yes, some advancements have been made. Some people are able to assert
their rights, incorporate their vocabulary, and build their boundaries. These articulations, these definitions have been useful and
helped to illuminate certain choices but they should not be fixed for eternity. The way meaning is inscribed in our lives, the way
we become what we are named, requires that we recognize and mis-recognize our attributes with productive stimulating language.
By constantly re-inscribing ourselves we are calling out our democratic commitments.
Invisibility becomes the freedom to associate, it becomes the dramatization of our rights.
Performance requires a disappearance. It is an action, or series of events that then disappears, becomes invisible. The subsequent
documentation becomes just that, a document of a once visible happening. Our lives (hello team) are dramatic. Queer lives are
performative. Often by choice, but also as a result of occupying the position of outsider or other, in the web of signifier/signified.
In many theories of identification, one is only aware of their positive qualities by their asessment of what they are not. The way in
which I appear likeable to myself’ is thus defined through my relationship to the Other. The contingency of this relationship makes
the movement between signifiers even more potent as a political strategy. The image and name to which people identify is mobilized under the gaze of the Other. A slide that destabilizes and pleads for reiteration. As we have learned, we are constantly performing and repeating the ways in which we appear likable to ourselves. This action, this moving towards a complete image of self is
movement into. an emergence from. A perpetual emergence produces excess. Our excessive identities produce products. And in
this repetitive production we become our own surplus value. Our labor is invested in criminal capitol. Our gestures, when productive, produce excess.
The structure into which we insert our bodies and our products requests our visibility. It and They are interested in us as consumers. That means they are interested in all our relationships and our self-image. Sexing enters the economy. Excesses become official.
And as they name us, they try to incorporate. Again I move through invisibility. I attempt to resist assimilation through perpetual
movement. But the traces remain and I will emerge again.
But for now, let me return to my unseen hole. My imaginary democratic enclave. A fragrant comfortably light place where our
pictures parts songs and sexes can be delighted over. I would like it if we all moved towards this place. I do not know that we will
arrive, but as we approach. as we become, our transmorphic pieces about, we are aware of the other side. The side where some
vocabulary became vernacular. Where some excessive products got incorporated. This liminal boundary of authenticity. of mastery, of passing, of individuality and of legitimacy is the space where I think our democratic commitments can become dances (I’m
romantic). Moving over and between these borders I wonder where my subtlety ends and a boundary begins. Does my product
move with me, am I visible between, have I met the requirements for citizenship or residency? Do I have enough of the required
characteristics to be a threat? an ally?
I am beginning to see just how dramatic it all really is. Making boundaries is politics, crossing them is drama. My imaginary hole has
let me consider productivity, and I have produced a document. a record of performance, and verification of drama. I have officially
become a constituent of the dramatic arts. My theatre, my public, maybe now I’m a Special Guest Star. But probably not yet. I must
emerge again. I will need more product, and for this I seek the comfort of the velvet curtain. Backstage, the invisible heart of productivity. Behind the curtains the costumes get changed, utterances are perfected, shoulders are rubbed (yes, we’ve all been backstage). Brushing between the curtains front to back, to enter and dazzle. A new person each time. Image transformed by wardrobe,
vocabulary, and audience participation.
This show is almost over. We’ve spent enough time rehearsing and room needs to be made for the next wave. But as we rush out
into the world, I encourage us to not produce this show as a narrative. Experimental dramas sometimes work you know, and then
there could be room for subtexts on people demanding rights, and artists getting a living wage for their labor. There could be
operatic interludes, and lingual transgressions. Personally, I’m ready to roll over and reconsider my excessive productivity. My not
quite enough, upsidedown, invisible, slow productivity.
what a title. my dramatic arts.
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One for Bataille
Lisa Charbonneau

One is all that time, the strange signaling, our ripped-up shirts with fraying collars, clues that added
up to be the imaginations. One is mystery.
Two is getting beyond the image, that fantastical veneer. Realizing the atomism of every person and
learning to refuse what is most seductive. Perhaps two is the pure essential.
Four comes before three because it’s about blood. Blood, which seems more and more important
as I get older. In sex, I prefer fake blood to any other prop or tool. Dripping it out of our mouths
and covering our arms and legs with it. Instead of hickeys, we’ll get necks smeared in blood. Fake
blood aids rolling around; it glides hands and improves the slide of one body on top of another. We
awaken to a bed stained with blood, faces stained with blood, fingers stained with blood. We’ll look
like monsters, killers who have died a bit themselves. With smiling eyes I will scare you in the
morning. You will recoil and squirm in delight.
I reject any identification of this as kinky, fetishistic, or even gothic. These words mean nothing in
my vocabulary. And that is three.Three is how few of us consciously make the connections between
love, sex, and death, the total annihilation of the individual that comes along with true intimacy.
As an adolescent I was terrified of dying, individualization, and solitary adulthood. My intuitive
recourse was to be with, seek the with at all times. This, as you can imagine, progressed into sexual
situations quite early on. I like to think that I was trying to create family- after all, the mythology of
lineage is the only sure path toward immorality. But now that familial bonds are no longer automatically forged by taking off one’s clothes with another human being, this methodology only served to
satisfied my decayed boundaries. As I worked to bleed in, on, and through others, to unite my blood
with theirs, I only found myself in a sea of disparate zombies—zombies whose blood was spilled
on my skin and forced down my throat, zombies who perpetually wear blank expressions of apathy
and forget. At times, I too am one of those zombies.
Do you see how four followed three? How fake blood became so fascinating in lieu of unattainable
blood lines? And do you see how four had to come before three? That the fake had to precede the
acceptance of the real. It always does. It’s the last grasp for dreams of transcendence via transformation, before you are left only with sublimation.
Luckily, one plus two equals three and not four. And thus one, two and three are the secrets of
existence: The acceptance of essential individualities and the mystery of why so many of us relentlessly search for the most beautiful of annihilations.
I am not asking you to kill me, but you will. I murder you in my dreams every night. Over and over.
All night long. We will visit and revisit this theme. You and I. I. You. Who dies first? Let’s go to bed.
I’m as afraid as ever.
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DRESS TO KILL FIGHT TO WIN
dean spade

Does it matter what I'm wearing, what I look like, how I wear my body? All
our lives, we receive conflicting commands to ignore appearances and not
judge books by covers, and to work incessantly to conform our appearances to rigid norms. The result, I think, is that as we come to reject and
unlearn the ways we've been taught to view our bodies (fatphobia, racism, sexism, gender rigidity, consumerism, ableism) we become rightfully
suspicious of appearance norms and fashions and seek to form resistant
practices. But what should those resistant practices be?
I think sometimes being anti-fashion leads to a false notion that we can
be in bodies that aren't modified, and that any intentional modification or
decoration of your body is politically undesirable because it somehow
buys into the pitfalls of reliance on appearances. This critique is true, lots
of times what we mean to be resistant aesthetic practices become new
regulatory regimes. Certain aspects of activist, queer, punk fashions have
fallen victim to hierarchies of coolness that in the end revolve around
judging people based on what they own, how their bodies are shaped,
how they occupy a narrow gender category, etc. Perhaps it is inevitable
that the systems in which we are so embroiled, which shape our very
existence, should rear parts of their ugly heads even in our attempts at
resistance. But does this mean we should give up resistant aesthetics? Isn't
all activism imperfect, constantly under revision, and isn't that why we
continue doing it? In my view, there is no "outside"-none of us can stand
fully outside capitalism, racism, sexism and see what is going on. Instead
we stand within, and are constituted by these practices and forces, and
we form our resistance there, always having to struggle against forces
within ourselves, correcting our blindspots, learning from one another. So
of course, our aesthetic resistance should do the same.
More importantly, when we appeal to some notion of an unmodified or
undecorated body, we participate in the adoption of a false neutrality.
We pretend, in those moments, that there is a natural body or fashion,
a way of dressing or wearing yourself that is not a product of culture.
Norms always masquerade as non-choices, and when we suggest that for
example, resisting sexism means everyone should look androgynous, or
resisting racism means no one should modify the texture of their hair, we
foreclose people's abilities to expose the workings of fucked up systems
on their bodies as they see fit
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The example I'm always wrestling with is trans surgery. Countless people
who purportedly share my feminist values have argued to me that rather
than having my body modified, the proper course of action would be to
come to view it differently, such that it was not in contravention to my
internal gender picture. Sometimes folded into this argument is a notion
that transsurgery is a part of the capitalist construction of dichotomous
gender. Rigid binary gender serves capitalism by setting a norm of
extreme masculinity and femininity that none of us can achieve, so that
we must constantly try to buy our way out of the gender dysphoria we
all feel. In extreme cases, the argument goes, trans people buy gender
transition procedures in order to cure ourselves of the fundamentally
political condition of gender dysphoria, and we therefore sell out our
own resistance to the binary gender system. I wholeheartedly agree with
most of this analysis, except for the part where trans people are selling
out everyone's chances at gender resistance when we alter our bodies.
What this argument misses is twofold. First, there is no naturalized
gendered body. All of our bodies are modified with regard to gender,
whether we seek out surgery or take hormones or not. All of us engage
in or have engaged in processes of gender body modification (diets,
shaving, exercise regimes, clothing choices, vitamins, birth control, etc)
that alter our bodies, just as we've all been subjected to gender related
processes that altered our bodies (being fed differently because of our
gender, being given or denied proper medical care because of our gender, using dangerous products that are on the market only because of
their relationship to gender norms, etc). The isolating of only some of
these processes for critique, while ignoring others, is a classic exercise in
domination. To see trans body alteration as participating and furthering
binary gender, to put trans people's gender practices under a microscope
while maintaining blindness to more familiar and traditional, but no less
active and important gender practices of non-trans people, is exactly
what the transphobic medical establishment has always done. This is why
trans people are required to go through years of bullshit proving and
documenting ourselves in order to get gender-related procedures, while
non-trans people can alter their gender presentation through normabiding chest or genital surgeries and hormones as quickly as they can
hand over a credit card.
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The second blindspot here is in the assumption that trans surgery has
a single meaning. The harshness and rigidity with which we view each
other's aesthetics of resistance-the ways that we decide that these
practices have singular meanings-forecloses our abilities to truly engage
each other's work. We have to constantly fight the temptation to so
narrowly view each other's practices. Of course, it must be true that
some trans people are sexist, some trans people believe strongly and
want to enforce binary gender, just like some non-trans people. But to
pre-determine that there is a singular (sexist) meaning of all trans body
modification, and to buy into what conservative medical sources say
these modifications mean, rather than listening to trans people describing the resistant gender-fucking space-opening practices we engage with
our bodies and words, is to participate in the silencing of resistance that
serves capitalism, gender rigidity and sexism.
This process of foreclosing occurs all the time between activists in various ways, where we tell one another that whatever effort we're making
is predetermined to mean something else, often failing to realize that our
rigid viewpoint serves to squelch the reshaping and rewriting of meanings that we're purportedly fighting for. So a part of this fashioning we're
doing needs to be about diversifying the set of aesthetic practices we're
open to seeing, and promoting a possibility of us all looking very very
different from one another while we fight together for a new world. I
want to be disturbed by what you're wearing. I want to be shocked and
undone and delighted by what you're doing and how you're living. And
I don't want anyone to be afraid to put on their look, their body, their
clothes anymore. Resistance is what is sexy, its what looks good and is
hard to look at and what sometimes requires explanation. Why would
we want to do things that don't require explanation, that are obvious,
impervious to critique because no one even notices we're doing them?
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cover. emily Roysdon’s favorite things are swimming and waiting. She is a transient artist and writer currently residing in NYC where LTTR is
one of her many projects. Psychoanalysis and performing really turn her on. The cover image is from a project with David Wojnarowicz.
leroy923@hotmail.com
2 Yvette Choy is a New York born queer Chinese American artist. She has directed and edited several short films and videos including, Call Me
Cwazy (co-directed with Lynne Chan), Blackmail Material, Haircut, and The Chan Clan. Yvette is currently working on a video animation entitled,
Fucking Video.
4,5 emily Roysdon
6,7 Dusty Lombardo is a visual artist living in San Francisco. Dusty's work primarily focuses on industrial and urban environments, although
the series "year of 28" sought to accomplish documenting different elements of her community for 365 days straight. Dusty also co-founded the
photo collective "Point Blank". contact info: dustylombardo@yahoo.com
9 Tara Mateik is a media artist and activist in New York. His videos and collective productions have screened internationally. As Coordinator of
the historic video collective Paper Tiger Television, Tara collaboratively advocated groundbreaking alternative media production and distribution
initiatives. Tara's writing appears in Felix: A Journal of Media Arts and Culture and he curates video for the MIX Experimental film festival.
At Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute's Integrated Electronic Arts program, Tara explores the politicized forms of gender variance through biological
intervention and direct action.is an MFA candidate at Rensselaer Polytechnic Institute.
10 JD Samson is a member of the feminist electronic band Le Tigre and a founding member of Dykes Can Dance, an interventionist dance
troupe. Get jd's lesbian calendar at mrlady.com or chicksonspeed.com. contact: 51 macdougal st. #227 new york new york 10012. jd plays to love.
10 Cass Bird is a Los Angeles-based photographer. Her work has appeared in many magazines, including GQ, XXL, Teen, and Black Book.
11 Leidy McIlvaine Churchman. I'm a painter. I like to make drawings. I like to make outstallations. I like to make billboards. I like to work
with steel, wood, pencil, and chalkboards, and flags. I build drawings with intentions to stage the performance of a non-narrative. 917.589.2630
whoisleidy@yahoo.com
12 rhani lee remedes is a dirty pervert whose life revolves around creating spaces, physical and otherwise, of freedom and freakiness. She has
hosted and dj'ed clubs "Cud Club" and "Lets Get Fucked Up" and currently plays in her band Veronica Lipgloss And The Evil Eyes. She lives in San
Francisco. She wrote the SCUB Manifesto with the help of Ricki Lee.
13 Born and raised in Stockholm, Sweden, the 26 year old New York based photographer Sophie Morner documents women in her community. In her latest project “Women in the Morning series”, she explores the intimacy between her, the camera and the subject in the moment of
waking up. (She is finishing her last year at Tisch School of the arts at New York University.)
14 amber ibarreche is an artist that resides in nyc. painter, writer, is influenced by her niece and things that don’t breathe.
15 Lisa Charbonneau is a fake musician and pretend writer who wants to be a lawyer. A native of Detroit, she recently fled the East Coast for
Oakland, California, where she dreams of luck, love, and living forever. Since moving West, she has no time for fake blood theatrics. She does, however, still like to die every night.
outer centerfold courtney dailey lives in philadelphia PA and works at Space 1026 on several things including the projet MOBILIVRE
BOOKMOBILE project. courtney@mobilivre.org
inner centerfold ginger brooks takahashi rocks out on baritone ukelele, bass guitar, and any available four-stringed instruments. ginger lives in
new york and uses screenprinting technologies to make wallpaper with bunny humping illustrations. look out. ginger@space1026.com
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17, 18 dean spade is a trans attorney in NYC, and founder of the Sylvia Rivera Legal Resource Program, a law project focused on the concerns
of low-income transsexual, transgender, intersex, and gender variant people. he is also co-editor of the website www.makezine.org. to contact him,
write endwealth@hotmail.com.
19 Lauren Cornell is a filmmaker, curator, and sometimes drawer, born and still living in NYC.
20, 21K8 Hardy is a new york city based artist from texas. She works with film, video and performance. Disquiet is one of her many short films
that projects itself into LTTR. k8hardy@onebox.com
22 Gloria Maximo was born on Long Island in New York. She was educated at Antioch College in Yellow Springs, Ohio. She is a painter and
sometimes a comic book artist. Gloria lives and works in New York City.
23-30 Sharon Hayes is an artist who employs conceptual and methodological approaches borrowed from practices such as theater, dance, anthropology and journalism. Hayes was a participant in the Whitney Museum of American Art's Indepedent Study Program, 1999-2000. She is currently an
Jacob Javits Fellow and MFA candidate in the Interdisciplinary Studio at UCLA's Department of Art..
23-30 andrea geyer's work raises questions around the representational role, and stereotyping of, gender and national culture within an everyday
experience of urban life. Recent shows include Manifesta4, Frankfurt; Serpentine Gallery, London; Galerie Paula Böttcher, Berlin. 2000 Whitney
ISP graduate. Born in Germany, lives and works in New York City.
31 Mary McAllister is a gay lady painter living in Portland,OR. This drawing is a study for a larger painting currently in progress. It is done after
a painting by the only female baroque artist, Artemisia Gentileschi (b. 1593) who, shortly after an unsuccessful trail to convict a man who raped her,
began to paint scenes of Judith and her maid murdering Holofernes.
bookmark Being the product of Colonial Williamsburg™ suburbia, I consider myself a re-enactor using commodified history as an aesthetic palette.
My gear takes form in sculptural props born from my mother’s obsession with early American handicrafts, and my father’s secret invention of spy
gadgets for the U.S. government. These functional multiples are the objects of my own brand of lesbian desire, their disguised symbolism, ambiguous
moralizing, and political allusion suggesting contradictory messages while passing as polite, fun-poking criticism. Allison Smith 2002
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